
CONVERSATION on USSR:2/6/2013 

 

If there is commodity, wage, capital and selling & buying there is capitalism. All these were at the USSR and 

Its the Lenin who has founded it by a military coup with his Bolshevik party. Thus, the USSR was a 

CAPITALIST state that is a state of state capitalism which was known as socialist by its name also, but its 

totally false & bogus propaganda of Lenin him-self and his disciples. 

1Like · · Unfollow Post · Share 

 

Ayasha Ali Khan, Sonia Isaac, Shafeeq Aviyoor Tk and 5 others like this. 

Ankit Tyagi · 9 mutual friends 

 

We love Comrade Lenin,let the dirtbags bark,don't pay heed to them. 

Friday at 4:43pm via mobile · Like 

 

Shah Alam Mental slaved can not live without master. But workers have no need any master to overpowering 

them. Rather, workers will vanish all the masters for their emancipation by vanishing the selling & buying 

system to disappear the wage system. 

Friday at 4:48pm · Like 

 

Neel Banerjee disgusting!! 

Friday at 5:35pm · Like 

 

Xolani Nkwenkwezi USSR under Lenin was a workers state because of its nascent fragile and weak foundation , 

the bureaucratic caste lead by Stalin took advantage of the weak state set atop the workers state deformed 

the state under Stalin rule please check that history its v 

Friday at 5:41pm · Like 

 

Shah Alam @ Xolan, would you like to prove your claim by the constitution of RSFS-1918 by Lenin? Moreover, 

was there commodity, wage, capital and selling & buying ? You know that the political position of you is not 

unknown but we have disagreement, thus, why you are trying to convince ? Is it so necessary ? 

Friday at 5:59pm · Edited · Like 

 

Shah Alam Cheat, fraud, criminals are not free from disgusting . Those are not against wage slavery and 

disfiguration of the communist manifesto is not eligible to discuss about socialism. Because, they are not only 

capitalist but also criminal. 

Friday at 5:58pm · Like · 1 

 

Neel Banerjee no i bye ur dirty nonsense books...people wont believe ur distorting methods...u should study 

properly marx then write ur book again!! criminal.. 

Friday at 6:03pm · Like · 1 

 

Shah Alam Criminal but not politicians have some sorts shame thus they have used to bow-down their head & 



eye at least in public place & publicly but Leninist criminals ? Totally shameless thus they have even sense of 

common to shout but finally only the DARK place is the right place for all criminals. 

Friday at 6:17pm · Like 

 

Neel Banerjee your hypothesis regarding marxism-leninism is a big fraud and you are cheating...as criminal 

does always.... 

Friday at 6:27pm · Like · 2 

 

Ankit Tyagi · 9 mutual friends 

We adore USSR,we adore lenin,and you ,MORON ! He is not our Master,he is our source of Inpiration,our 

ideal.We want a regime like he established.Have you had Hashis ?that is why this rotten ,evil Theory of 

communism coming out of your Donkey head. You better go lunatic asylum. 

Friday at 7:11pm via mobile · Like 

 

Shah Alam Simple slave is no more good than a salve. Repeatedly , i mentioned those are against wage slavery 

they are not fit even for discussion. Did you have any prove that there was no wage , no commodity, no capital 

thus, no exploitation? No. Therefore, a parasitic is parasiticism and its not new and nothing. 

Friday at 8:50pm · Like 

 

Ankit Tyagi · 9 mutual friends 

You should read the Chapter'the production of Surplus value' in Capital,There Marx also assess the value of 

labour by money form i.e.wage. The exploitation is not due to wage but due to lower wage. In capitalism 

,capitalist exploits surplus value,but i...See More 

Friday at 9:23pm via mobile · Like 

 

Ankit Tyagi · 9 mutual friends 

revolutionaries only harm you,If you want publicity choose another path. 

Friday at 9:25pm via mobile · Like 

 

Shah Alam Have you any counter arguments yet ? No. So who are you if not a criminal ? Sure, Criminal have 

no way except nonsense talking to hide crime. A slave who is not against wage slavery but has claiming as 

communist is nothing but a cheat & fraud. Therefor...See More 

Friday at 11:48pm · Edited · Like 

 

Xolani Nkwenkwezi I do not have to prove anything .This is history and history is the best teacher; One can 

only distort it. 

16 hours ago · Like 

 

Xolani Nkwenkwezi I am afraid, i am experiencing network problems lately therefore I may not be able to 

respond timeously. 

16 hours ago · Like 



 

Shah Alam Thnx Mr. Xolan, but history need proof and valid document. Do you think not the constitution, lwas, 

decrees of Lenin and his company is not proof of his rule ? Do you think only some political books without 

proper records and some novels on so -called revolution is enough to judge any state or rule of any master or 

leader ? I think you will not deny that appropriate records are necessary to prove any thing. I hope you will not 

say that the socialism is a imaginary thing but not reality, if you can not say like this then no option my dear 

except to prove any sate of history by the proper evidence and sure Constitution of Lenin and Stalin is the best 

record to know its nature to exploit the wage slaves. No doubt, exploiter or leader of exploiter or manager of 

exploiters is communist. 

a few seconds ago · Like 


